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A pet cheW comprised of an inner bone or bone-llke core,
and at least one outer edible tubular Wrapper layer composed
of dried animal viscera or other tubular food product com

positions.
33 Claims, N0 Drawings
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PET CHEW WITH EDIBLE TUBULAR
WRAPPER AND METHOD OF MAKING
SAME

bone-like core materials include, but are not limited to,

hardened animal parts, such as dried trachea, dried lungs,

dried ears, dried viscera, and the like; raWhide; jerky;

hooves; and the like.)
RELATED APPLICATION

The pet cheW of the present invention motivates or causes
a dog to expose or abrade the lateral regions of its teeth

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/028,900, ?led Oct. 21, 1996.

against the bone or bone-like surface. Speci?cally, in the
effort to remove the outer edible tubular Wrapper layer, the

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
10

This invention relates to pet cheWs and methods for

contact With the core surface. In this manner, the pet cheW
achieves an enhanced cleaning effect to canine teeth over the

making them. More speci?cally, the invention relates to pet
cheW “bones” having an inner bone or bone-like core and a

tubular edible Wrapper layer composed of animal viscera,
jerky, or other suitable food product, and methods for
making these neW pet cheW “bones”.

15

pet cheWs of the prior art.
The present invention also provides methods for making
pet cheWs from bone, bonestock, or other suitable cheWable
core materials, and suitable outer edible Wrapper layers. In

preferred form, the outer edible Wrapper layers Will be
formed from tubular animal viscera. Alternatively, the edible

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Wrapper layers can be formed from Wet food compositions

It is Well knoWn that carnivorous animals such as dogs

bene?t greatly from cheWing or masticating bones. CheWing

dog must scrape along the bone surface. With this scraping
action, the dog brings the lateral regions of the teeth into

20

that can be extruded as tubes. The method of the present

dogs Who are fed soft or Wet food products for Which little

invention involves placing a selected tubular animal viscera,
or a “tubular composition” Wrapper made of suitable foods,

cheWing action is required. Furthermore, bone cheWing is

around a bone or a bone-like core, and then dehydrating this

on bones provides needed jaW exercise for domesticated
believed to provide a cleaning effect to the teeth.
Speci?cally, as a dog cheWs on a bone, the abrasion of the
teeth against bone fragments on the outer surface of the bone

25

the Whole or a portion of the bone or bone-like core. In

preferred form, the pet cheWs of the invention Will have but

performs this cleaning function.
There are many pet cheWs knoWn in the art, including

natural and synthetic animal bones, animal hooves, raWhide
and the like. While these pet cheWs provide a dog With
ample opportunity to exercise the jaW muscles and to clean
portions of the teeth, there is a need for a type of pet cheW
that provides a dog With greater motivation to scrape its

teeth, especially the lateral regions thereof, along the surface
of a bone or bone-like material, thereby achieving an

30

The present invention relates to a neW pet cheW that
35

invention comprises a bone or bone-like core surrounded in

Whole or in part by an tubular edible Wrapper layer com

do not describe or suggest a pet cheW having an inner bone

surrounding, in Whole or in-part, the bone or bone-like core
With a tubular edible Wrapper layer composed of a tubular
animal organ or other suitable food product, such as jerky
extruded in tube-form. This outer edible Wrapper layer has
a highly desirable taste, Which motivates the canine to

posed of tubular viscera or tubular food composition.
40

like core provides the means by Which canine teeth are
cleaned. Accordingly, the bone or bone-like core must be
45

50

dimensions of the bone are not crucial to practice the
55

method of making the same that provides enhanced teeth
cleaning action for pets. The device and method of the
present invention substantially ful?ll this need.

invention. By Way of example, but not limitation, the bone
core of a preferred embodiment comprises a beef rib bone
cut to about 6 inches long. The bone core may also comprise
a synthetic bone product, such as the simulated bone
described in US. Pat. No. 3,899,607 that issued to Timothy

60

The present invention provides a neW pet cheW comprised

Miller et al. Aug. 12, 1975. In other preferred embodiments,
the bone-like core can be comprised of animal parts, such as
dried and hardened trachea or other dried and hardened

of an inner bone or bone-like core, and at least one outer

edible tubular Wrapper layer composed of dried animal
viscera or other tubular food product compositions. (As used
herein, bone is used generically to mean natural or synthetic

edible tubular Wrapper layer. Suitable core materials may
include natural or synthetic and/or simulated bone or bone
like materials. Natural materials may include natural bone
from coWs or other animals (such as bulls, sWine, sheep,

oxen, horses, and buffalo, etc). The type and particular

Therefore, it can be appreciated that a need exists for a

bone, as Well as other suitable natural or synthetic bone-like
“core” material on Which a dog can safely cheW. Suitable

safe and suitable for mastication by canines. Namely, it must
have the strength to provide cheWing exercise to a pet and
it must have an outer surface capable of appropriately
abrading the surface of a canine’s or other animal’s tooth.
Second, the bone or bone-like core must support the outer

surface of the bone or bone-like core material.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The bone or bone-like core of the present invention

preferably performs tWo functions. First, the bone or bone

remove this layer thereby scraping its teeth against the outer

neW, inexpensive, and easy-to-manufacture pet cheW and

provides a canine With greater motivation to clean the lateral

regions of its teeth. In its broadest context, the present

prior art ful?ll their respective functions and objectives, they
posed of viscera or other suitable food product, that moti
vates a dog to cheW on the pet cheW, thereby scraping its
teeth along the surface of the bone-like core. To this end, the
pet cheW of the present invention provides a canine With
greater motivation to scrape its teeth against the outer
surface of the core. This motivation is accomplished by

one tubular edible Wrapper layer. HoWever, if desired, tWo or
more additional edible Wrapper layers can be added to the
pet cheWs of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

enhanced teeth cleaning effect. While the pet cheWs of the

or bone-like core and a tubular edible Wrapper layer com

assembly such that the animal viscera or composition
Wrapper, shrinks to substantially conform to and surround

animal parts, hooves, raWhide, or jerky. In summary, any
65

natural or synthetic material that is safe and suitable for
mastication by canines, and can support the outer edible
Wrapper layer is suitable for use as a “core” material in the

practice of the present invention.
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The outer edible tubular Wrapper layers may take several
forms Without departing from the scope of the invention.
The outer layer need only be palatable to canines or other
pets and be capable of substantially conforming to a suitable

tially conform to the outer surface of the bone. Selection of
the animal bone and tubular viscera Will also depend upon
cost and the other criteria discussed above. In preferred
form, the selection of animal bone and viscera Will achieve
a cost efficient product in terms of both cost of components
and labor. For example, a tube-like organ, like a bovine

bone or bone-like core in order to form a suitable pet cheW

of this invention. More speci?cally, the palatability of the
outer layer should provide a dog or target animal the
motivation to use its teeth to remove the outer layer from the
inner bone core. In the effort to remove the outer visceral

esophagus, has tWo advantages. First, it is generally rela
tively inexpensive to procure. Secondly, its tube-like shape
requires little labor other than merely placing the esophagus

layer, the animal scrapes and consequently cleans its teeth
along the bone core surface. In preferred forms, there Will be

viscera and composition products may require additional

a single outer layer comprised of tubular offal or animal
viscera that shrink in siZe to closely surround the bone core.
Most preferably, such viscera or entrails are tube-like
organs, such as the esophagus, intestines or stomach, that
have some elasticity. Use of these “tube-like”, “elastic”

over the bone core, before the assembly is dried. Other

steps to form them into tubes before they are Wrapped
around the bone core.

Next, the bone core and outer layer are assembled. As
15

discussed above, the outer edible Wrapper layer preferably
comprises a tube-like organ of an animal such that assembly

organs achieves the least labor intensive product because

of the pet cheW is facilitated. Under this embodiment, the
outer layer is manually slipped around the bone core. The
outer edible Wrapper layer may be secured With string or

these organs are best suited for forming around a bone or
bone-like core. As a result, these tube-like, elastic organs are

most preferred because they require little, if any, adaptation,

other securing means at one or both ends of the bone to

other than a dehydrating/shrinking step, to conform to and

prevent unintentional displacement during later steps.

surround the bone core.

Additionally, the outer layer may comprise a jerky-type
composition product extruded in tube-like form. In this
embodiment, the assembly is substantially identical to that
of the tube-like organ assembly.

By Way of example, in a preferred method of the
invention, a bovine esophagus is placed over a beef rib bone

and dried by any suitable method to shrink the esophagus

25

over the bone. In this manner, the outer visceral layer
substantially conforms to and surrounds the outer surface of
the bone core. If desired, the process can be repeated, that is,

After the edible outer Wrapper layer and bone core are

assembled, the assembly is dehydrated to shrink the edible
outer Wrapper layer, causing it to substantially conform to

one or more additional layers of esophagus can be added to

the outer surface of the bone core. Any suitable drying
method can be used, from drying the product in the “air” to
drying it in a suitable oven. In one preferred form, dehy
dration is performed in a drying room, preferably With air

the bone cheW, With appropriate drying betWeen each addi
tional layer. In another preferred form, the bovine esophagus
can be con?gured to cover only a portion of the length of the
bone core to provide a pet cheW With a partially exposed

circulating, at temperatures of about 90—20() degrees F, and

bone core.

Still further, the outer layer may comprise a jerky-type

most preferably at about 120—165 degrees F. At the 120—165
35

degree F temperature range, dehydration is accomplished in

product, such as that disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,026,572

about 24 to 72 hours. In another preferred form, ordinary

issued to Denny Neiberger Jun. 25, 1991. In this
embodiment, the outer edible Wrapper layer comprises an

convection ovens are used to perform this dehydration step.
Similarly, time and temperature may be varied, so long as
the selected edible outer Wrapper layer shrinks a suf?cient
amount to substantially conform to the outer surface of the

extruded jerky material common to many dog treats. The

jerky may be extruded in cylindrical form and placed around
the bone core before a ?nal shrinking step is performed.
Additionally, the outer layer may be forti?ed With essen

bone core, and ultimately dries. Furthermore, dehydration

tial nutrients that are desirable for a pet to consume. Such

Wrapper layers employed. After the assembly is dehydrated,

nutrients include, but are not limited to, calcium, potassium,
and other vitamins and minerals.

conditions may vary With the speci?c types of edible outer
45

Lastly, the pet cheW of this invention may undergo a ?nal,
but non-essential, “dressing” step to achieve a commercially
acceptable look. At this stage, the dried assembly is cut such
that any end of the bone core remaining uncovered by the
outer layer is removed. Additionally, the dried assembly may
be cut again into pet cheWs of desired lengths. In preferred

The present invention also provides methods for making
pet cheWs With an outer edible Wrapper layer. The invention

is based upon the discovery that animal viscera, When dried
or dehydrated, shrink doWn and substantially conform to the
object around Which they are placed. According to the

teaching of the invention, selected tubular animal viscera (or
tubular composition food product) are placed over animal
bone (or bone-like core) and dried such that the viscera
shrinks doWn and substantially conforms to the outer surface
of the bone. By this method, the pet cheWs of the present

any attached tWine, string or other securing means may be
removed.

embodiments, the pet cheWs are cut in about 3—12 inch
55

invention are fabricated.

According to the present invention, suitable bones and

lengths, and most preferably in 4—7 inch lengths. It should
also be noted that this cutting or dressing phase can be done
before the assembly are dehydrated. In preferred form,
hoWever, this step is performed after the assemblies have
dried. Additionally, this cutting phase can be performed With
a butcher’s saW or any other device suitable for cutting

animal viscera from cattle and other animals are obtained
from butchers or slaughter houses, or from other suitable

bones or synthetic bone materials.

sources. In selecting the appropriate animal bones and
viscera, consideration must be given to their relative siZes.

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

Additionally, animal viscera having suitable shrinking prop

It is an object of the present invention to provide a neW pet
cheW that achieves an enhanced teeth cleaning effect.

erties must be selected to practice the present invention.
Further, both the selected animal bone and tubular viscera
must be large enough With respect to one another, such that
the animal viscera Will shrink, When dehydrated, to substan

65

It is still another object of the present invention to provide
a method for making a pet cheW having an inner bone core
and an outer edible tubular Wrapper layer.

5,897,893
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It is another object of the present invention to provide a
pet cheW that is capable of being made of offal from a
butcher or slaughterhouse, and thus yielding a loW cost

12 to 18 hours at about 130 deg. F. After dehydration, the
assemblies are dressed to form a product having a commer

cially acceptable appearance. Particularly, any end of the

product.

bone remaining uncovered is cut aWay With a butcher’s saW.
The assemblies are also cut to desired lengths.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a
neW pet cheW that can be easily and ef?ciently manufactured
and marketed.
It is yet another object of the present invention to provide

EXAMPLE 3

Dried Beef Esophagus Partially Covering Animal

a neW pet cheW that is susceptible of a loW cost of manu

facture With regard to both materials and labor.

For the pet cheW of the third preferred embodiment, a

These together With other objects of the invention, along

bovine hoof is selected as the bone-like core. The bovine

With various features of novelty that characteriZe the
invention, are pointed out With particularity in the claims
annexed to and forming a part of this disclosure. For a better

understanding of the invention, its operating advantages and

hoof is prepared for use by being cleaned and deburred.
15

accompanying descriptive matter Which discloses preferred

esophagus is then placed over the bovine hoof to form a

embodiments of the invention.

hoof-viscera assembly.
Next, this assembly undergoes a drying or curing step.

EXAMPLE 1

Speci?cally, the bone core and outer esophagus layer are
placed in a drying room With air circulating Within. The
drying room is heated to about 130 degrees F. The

Dried Bovine Esophagus Surrounding Beef Bone
25

selected as bone core. In alternative embodiments, beef
shins may be selected as the bone core. Further, a raW bovine

typical bovine esophagus is approximately 24—30 inches
long. Accordingly, the one end of the bovine esophagus is

of the bone or bone-like core.

slipped over one bovine rib bone, and the other end is
slipped over a second bovine rib bone, to form one long

CONCLUSION

bone-viscera assembly. Alternatively, one bovine esophagus

Without departing from the spirit and scope of this

is cut into tWo equal pieces. Each piece is then placed over
35

Speci?cally, the bone core and outer visceral layer are
placed in a drying room With air circulating Within. The
drying room is heated to about 130 degrees F. The
esophagus-rib bone assemblies are dehydrated for about 60

What is claimed as being neW and desired to be protected
by letters patent of the United States is as folloWs:

1. A pet cheW comprising:

hours. During this time, the bovine esophagus shrinks to
substantially conform to the outer surface of the bone.

During the ?nal, but non-essential step, the bone-viscera

45

used to cut the pet cheW of the invention into desired lengths.
In this embodiment, the pet cheWs are cut to about 6 inches
in length. In this manner, pet cheWs of the present invention
are formed from loW-cost meat by-products (tWo bovine rib
bones and one bovine esophagus) With little added labor.

bone core means having an outer surface, and
at least one outer edible tubular Wrapper layer surround
ing said bone core means over at least a portion of the
length of said bone core means and dried to substan

tially conform to said outer surface of said bone core
means, Wherein said outer edible tubular Wrapper layer
is comprised of a layer selected from the group con

sisting of tubular animal viscera, and extruded tubular

jerky.
2. A pet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said bone core means

EXAMPLE 2

comprise natural bone selected from the group consisting of
coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats, and buffalos.

Dried Beef Jerky Composition Surrounding Beef
Bone

invention, one of ordinary skill in the art can make various
changes and modi?cations to the invention to adapt it to

various usages and conditions. As such, these changes and
modi?cations are properly, equitably, and intended to be,
Within the full range of equivalents of the folloWing claims.

Next, these assemblies undergo a drying or curing step.

assemblies are “dressed.” In this step, a butcher’s saW is

esophagus-hoof assembly is dehydrated for about 18 to 24
hours. During this time, the beef esophagus shrinks to
substantially conform to the portion of the outer surface of
the hoof over Which the beef esophagus has been placed. In
this manner, a pet cheW of the present invention is formed
Where the outer visceral layer covers a portion of the length

esophagus is selected as the edible outer Wrapper layer. A

a typically siZed beef rib bone to form tWo bone-viscera
assemblies.

Further, raW beef esophagus is selected as the edible tubular
Wrapper layer. The beef esophagus is cut such that it may be

placed around the circumference of the hoof, but covering
only a part of the length of the hoof. This cut piece of beef

the speci?c objects attained, reference should be had to the

For the pet cheW of the ?rst preferred embodiment, tWo
beef rib bones approximately 12—13 inches in length are

Hoof

10
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3. A pet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said bone core means

comprise bone product from the group consisting of syn
Coarsely ground Wet beef Waste is added to a boWl cutter

thetic bone and simulated bone.
4. A pet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said bone core means

containing rice, Which had been previously steamed, salt,
sucrose, food yeast, hydrolyZed plant protein poWder, and

comprise beef bone.

preservatives. Suitable preservatives include potassium sor
bate and potassium chloride. The boWl cutter is operated
until a cohesive blend of ingredients is achieved. The mix is
then extruded in tubular form, With a thickness of about 2
millimeters.
The tubular product is placed around the bone core. The
bone core of this example is again a beef rib bone. The
assemblies are then dehydrated in a drying room for about

5. Apet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said bone core means is

selected from the group of animal products consisting of

hooves, dried and hardened tracheas, rib bones, leg bones,
dried ears, and raWhides.
6. Apet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said outer edible tubular
65

Wrapper layer comprises tubular viscera from the group

consisting of coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats,
buffalos, poultry, foWl, and ?sh.

5,897,893
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7. Apet chew of claim 1 wherein said outer edible tubular

19. A method of claim 18 Wherein said bone core means

Wrapper layer comprises esophagus from the group consist
ing of cows, bulls, sheep, oxen, horses, goats, and buffalos.

comprise natural bone selected from the group consisting of
coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats, and buffalos.

8. Apet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said outer edible tubular

20. A method of claim 18 Wherein said bone core means

Wrapper layer comprises intestines from the group consist

comprise bone product from the group consisting of syn

ing of coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats, and

thetic bone and simulated bone.

buffalos.
9. Apet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said outer edible tubular

comprise beef bone.

21. A method of claim 18 Wherein said bone core means

Wrapper layer comprises bovine esophagus.
10. A pet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said outer edible
tubular Wrapper layer is forti?ed With essential nutrients that

22. A method of claim 18 Wherein said edible outer
10

consisting of coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats,
buffalos, poultry, foWl, and ?sh.

are desirable for a pet to consume.

11. A pet cheW of claim 1 Wherein said outer edible

23. A method of claim 18 Wherein said outer edible

tubular Wrapper layer comprises a jerky-style food product
extruded in tube-like form.

tubular Wrapper layer comprises viscera from the group

15

12. A pet cheW comprising:

Wrapper layer comprises esophagus from the group consist
ing of coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats, and
buffalos.
24. A method of claim 18 Wherein said edible outer

bone core means having an outer surface Wherein said
bone core means are selected from the group consisting

Wrapper layer comprises intestines from the group consist

of beef bones and dried and hardened beef trachea, and

ing of coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats, and

at least one outer edible tubular Wrapper layer surround
ing said bone core means over at least a portion of the
length of said bone core means and dried to substan
tially conform to said outer surface of said bone core
means, Wherein said outer edible tubular Wrapper layer

buffalos.
25. A method of claim 18 Wherein said edible outer

Wrapper layer comprises bovine esophagus.
26. A method of claim 18 Wherein said edible outer
Wrapper layer is forti?ed With nutrients that are desirable for

is selected from the group consisting of animal viscera
and animal offal.
13. A pet cheW comprising at least one beef bone and at
least one outer edible tubular Wrapper layer surrounding said

Wrapper layer comprises a jerky-style product extruded in

bone core means over at least a portion of the length of said
bone core means and dried to substantially conform to the

tube-like form.
28. A method of claim 18 further comprising the step of

outer surface of said beef bone, Wherein said outer edible
tubular Wrapper layer is an animal viscera.
14. A pet cheW comprising a hoof of an animal, said

cutting the pet cheW to desired lengths.
29. A method of making a pet cheW comprising:
(a) placing bovine esophagus around at least a portion of

a pet to consume.

27. A method of claim 18 Wherein said edible outer

animal selected from the group consisting of coWs, bulls,
sWine, sheep, oxen, horses, goats, and buffalos, and at least

the length of a bone core means selected from the group

consisting of beef bone, dried bovine trachea, and dried

one outer edible tubular Wrapper layer dried to substantially
conform to and surround at least a portion of the outer

bovine lungs,

surface of said hoof, Wherein said outer edible tubular
Wrapper layer is animal viscera.

(b) drying the esophagus-bone core means assembly from
step (a) at least until the outer visceral layer shrinks to

15. Apet cheW comprising a beef rib bone and a tubular

substantially conform to the outer surface of said bone

section of bovine esophagus, said section of bovine esopha
gus surrounding said beef rib bone; said section of bovine
esophagus dried to substantially conform to said beef rib

core means and surround said bone core means over at

least a portion of the length of said bone core means.

30. A method of making a pet cheW comprising:

bone.

16. A pet cheW comprising:

45

at least one outer edible Wrapper layer surrounding said

conform to the outer surface of said bone core means

bone core means over at least a portion of the length of
said bone core means and dried to substantially con
form to said outer surface of said bone core means,

and surround said bone core means over at least a

portion of the length of said bone core means.

31. A method of making a pet cheW comprising:
a) placing bovine esophagus over bovine rib bone to make
a esophagus-rib bone assembly;

Wherein said outer edible Wrapper layer is comprised of
a tubular organ of an animal selected from the group
55

17. The pet cheW of claim 16 Wherein said edible outer

Wherein said esophagus-rib bone assembly is dehy
drated for about 24—72 hours such that said bovine
esophagus shrinks to substantially conform to the outer
surface of said bovine rib bone.

of:

(a) placing an outer edible tubular Wrapper layer around
at least a portion of the length of a bone core means,

32. The method of claim 31 further comprising cutting
said esophagus-rib bone assembly to desired lengths.

(b) drying said Wrapped bone means at least until said

means and surround said bone core means over at least

a portion of said length of said bone core means.

b) drying said esophagus-rib bone assembly from step (a)
in a drying room With air circulating Within, Wherein
said drying room is heated to about 90—200 degrees F,

Wrapper layer is selected from the group consisting of
animal intestines and esophagus.
18. Amethod of making a pet cheW consisting essentially

outer edible tubular Wrapper layer shrinks to substan
tially conform to the outer surface of said bone core

covering bone core means With said extruded jerky,

(b) drying the jerky covered bone core means from step
(a) at least until said jerky shrinks to substantially

bone core means having an outer surface, and

consisting of coWs, bulls, sWine, sheep, oxen, horses,
goats, buffalos, poultry, foWl, and ?sh.

(a) extruding jerky in tube-like form and substantially

65

33. The method of claim 31 Wherein bovine shin bone is
used instead of said bovine rib bone.

